We investigate weak cosmic censorship conjecture in charged torus-like black hole by the complex scalar field scattering. Using the relation between the conserved quantities of a black hole and the scalar field, we can calculate the change of the energy and charge within the infinitesimal time.
I. INTRODUCTION
As one of the most successful predictions of general relativity, black holes have received much attention since the first spherically symmetric vacuum solution to Einstein's field equation became known. With the first picture of black hole [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] , the study of black holes reached a climax again. To this day, people have carried out a lot of researches on black holes.
Compared with the universal thermodynamic system, people have gradually established four laws of black hole thermodynamics [7] [8] [9] . Beckenstein investigated whether the second law of thermodynamics could hold for black hole systems. He assumed that the second law of thermodynamics should be universal, from the point of view of information theory, that a black hole should have an entropy proportional to the area of its event horizon, and
Hawking determined this coefficient and put Beckenstein's black hole entropy on the basis of thermodynamics, which is called Beckenstein-Hawking entropy [10] . When considering quantum field theory into a black hole, Hawking found that a black hole radiates matter in the form of thermal radiation, the temperature of which is proportional to its surface gravity [11] .
Over a long period of time, the study of the thermodynamic properties of black holes has become a fairly mature subject, especially in the field of phase transition and phase structure, people have done a lot of work. Hawking and Page's research shows that there is a first-order phase transition between the Schwarzschild AdS black hole and the thermal AdS space [12] . In the context of AdS/CFT correspondence [13] [14] [15] [16] , this phase transition is later understood as confinement/deconfinement phase transition. The AdS/CFT correspondence successfully solved the black hole information to some extent because it can show how the time evolution of the black hole can follow quantum mechanics to some extent. It is indeed feasible to consider black holes with the content of the AdS/CFT correspondence. Any such black hole corresponds to a series of particles located at the edge of the anti-de Sitter space.
These particles normally follow the rules of quantum mechanics, especially the positive time evolution, so the black hole must also conform to the positive time evolution and obey the rules of quantum mechanics. In recent years, phase transition, phase structure, P − V criticality and thermodynamics of various black holes in the context of extended phase space thermodynamics have been studied. In those studies, cosmological constants are interpreted as thermodynamic pressure [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] .
Penrose's weak cosmic censorship conjecture (WCCC) asserts that singularities are always hidden in the horizon of any actual physical process, rather than in the traditional initial conditions, the observer does not see it in the future null infinity [27] . Since the physical behaviour of the singularity is unknown, if the singularity can be observed by other parts of time and space, the causal relationship will break and physics may lose the ability to predict. According to Penrose-Hawking singularity theorems, singularity is inevitable in the case of physical meaning, which makes WCCC inevitable. In addition, if the naked singularity does not exist, then the universe will become deterministic, which means that it is possible to speculate on the entire evolution of the universe based only on the state of the universe at a certain moment. To verify the correctness of the WCCC, Wald tried to overcharge or overspin the extreme Kerr-Newman black hole by placing the test particles in a black hole [28] . However, for particles with sufficient charge or angular momentum to overcharge or overspin the black hole, the black hole cannot capture it due to electromagnetic or centrifugal repulsive forces. On the other hand, it has been found that the absorption of particles can overcharge/overspin the near-extreme charged/rotating black hole [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] .
Recently, Sorce and Wald have suggested a new version of the gedanken experiments to overspin or overcharge the Kerr-Newman black holes in Einstein-Maxwell gravity. Following their setup, there are already some works here [36] [37] [38] . Relative to particle absorption, our job is to place black holes near the scalar field and scatter the scalar field to see if this happens. Their validity has been tested in various black holes due to the lack of general evidence of WCCC. Here are some articles on validity test: black hole absorbing particles [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] , scattering of black holes under scalar fields [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] , and other types [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] [58] [59] [60] .
In this paper, we study the thermodynamics and the WCCC of a special black hole with complex field scattering in the normal and extended phase space, considering thermodynamic pressure and volume or not. This special black hole is the torus-like black hole [61] , which has a different space-time topology of S × S × M 2 than other black holes. Other work [62] has been done on the metric of the same black hole, except that they do it when the black hole absorbs scalar particles, and we do it under the scalar field scatters. Moreover, we inserted four images at specific locations in the article to illustrate the relevant contents.
The structure of this paper is as follows. In the section II, we calculate the change of energy and electric charge of the black hole over a period of time. In the section III, we study the thermodynamics and WCCC of this black holes in normal phase space. In the section IV, we study the thermodynamics and WCCC of this black holes in extended phase space. In section V, we summarize our results.
II. VARIATION OF THE TORUS-LIKE BLACK HOLE'S ENERGY AND CHARGE
The charged torus-like black hole solution has a form [61, 62] 
where
here M and Q are mass and electric charge of the black hole. For Λ < 0, the black hole can find it's horizon r ± via solving the metric, which satisfy [63] − Λr 2
where r + and r − are the outer and inner horizons of the black hole. The electromagnetic potential of the black hole is
The action of a complex scalar field in the fixed torus-like gravitational and electromagnetic fields is
where A µ is the electromagnetic potential, m is the mass, q is the charge, Ψ represents the wave function, and its conjugate is Ψ * . Now we investigate the dynamical of the charged complex scalar field. The field equation obtained from the action satisfies
To solve this wave function, we carry out a separation of variables
where ω is the energy of the particle, and Φ(θ, φ) is the scalar spherical harmonics. We put Eq. (7) into Eq. (6) and obtain the radial wave function
where dr * = 1 f dr, r * is a function of r and +/− represent the solution of the outgoing/ingoing radial wave. Thus, we can test thermodynamics and discuss the validity of the weak cosmic censorship conjecture by the scattering of ingoing waves at the event horizon. For this reason, we mainly concern the ingoing wave function in this paper.
From Eq. (5), the energy-momentum tensor can be obtained as follow [49, 50, 64, 65] 
The energy flux is produced by combining the ingoing wave function and its conjugate with the energy-momentum tensor [50] dE
The electric current is obtained from the Eq. (5)
For the ingoing wave in Eq. (8), the charge flux [50] is
When scattering complex scalar field, due to the conservation of energy and charge, the decrease of energy and charge in scalar fields is equal to the increase of energy and charge in black hole. From Eqs. (10) and (12), the transferred energy and charge within the certain
respectively. Since the transfer of energy and charge is small, time dt must also be very small. The increase or decrease of dU and dQ depends on the relationship between ω and qϕ.
III. THE THERMODYNAMICS AND WCCC OF THE TORUS-LIKE BLACK HOLE IN NORMAL PHASE SPACE
Now we turn to the thermodynamics of torus-like black hole in normal phase space.
According to the definition of surface gravity, the Hawking temperature of the black hole can be written as
By using the relation between the Beckenstein-Hawking entropy and the surface area of event horizon, the entropy of a black hole can be written as [62] S = π 2 r 2 + .
In the normal phase space, the initial state of the black hole is represented by (M, Q, r + ), 
We assume that the final state of the black hole is still satisfied
The functions f (M + dM, Q + dQ, r + + dr + ) and f (M, Q, r + ) satisfy the following relation
Bring Eqs. (16), (17), (19) into Eq. (18) leads to
Using the Eqs. (4), (15) and (20), we can obtain the first law of thermodynamics
In normal phase space, Eq. (13) gives the transmitted energy and charge at a certain time
Bring these results into the Eq. (17), we can obtain the variation of the radius at horizon
Hence, the variation of the entropy can be expressed as We use FIG. 1 to check whether the second law of thermodynamics in the normal phase space is valid. We set M = 1.0, q = 1.0, the time interval dt = 0.001, and the cosmological constant Λ = −1.0. We substitute the above conditions into formula (3). In the calculation of the radius of the black hole's event horizon r + , the maximum value of the black hole's charge is 0.541385 to ensure that the metric represents a black hole instead of a naked singularity. Then, we took ω = 0.01 (the black line), ω = 0.50 (the green line) and ω = 1.00 (the red line) to make this figure. As shown in FIG. 1, we can see that the entropy increases under our assumptions. Therefore, the second law of thermodynamics is not violated.
Then we discuss the validity of the weak cosmic censorship conjecture at the extremal and near-extremal of a black hole in normal phase space. For the torus-like black hole, there is a minimum negative value for the function f (r) with the radial coordinate r 0 . If f (r 0 ) > 0, there is not a horizon. If f (r 0 ) ≤ 0, there are horizons always. At r 0 , then we can know
For extreme black holes, δ = 0. Changes in conservative quantities, such as the mass and charge of a black hole, can be written as (M + dM, Q + dQ). After the black hole spreading scalar field, the location of the minimum value and event horizon can be written as r 0 + dr 0 , respectively. Here, we convert the function f (r), marked as df (r 0 ). Here are some of the formulas we will use:
Using the condition f ′ 0 = 0, at r 0 + dr 0 , f (r) can be expressed as
Bring Eqs. (13) and (26) into Eq. (27), we can obtain
When it is an extreme black hole, r 0 = r + , T = 0 and δ = 0. So the above equation becomes
which indicates that the horizon exists in the finial state. The black hole can not be overcharged by the scattering of the scalar filed.
When it is a near-extremal black hole, the Eq. (28) above equation can be regarded as a quadratic function of ω. When ω = 2qQ 1 r + + 1 r 0 , we find an maximum value on the function of f (r 0 ) + df (r 0 )
To gain an intuitive understanding, we plot 
IV. THE THERMODYNAMICS AND WCCC OF THE TORUS-LIKE BLACK HOLE IN THE EXTENDED PHASE SPACE
Next, we will study the thermodynamics and weak cosmic censorship conjecture in the extended phase space. That is, the cosmological constant Λ will be used as the thermodynamic pressure, and the conjugate amount as the thermodynamic volume can be expressed
In the extended phase space, the initial state of the black hole is represented by (M, Q, r + , P ), 
We assume that the final state of the black hole is still satisfies f (M + dM, Q + dQ, r + + dr + , P + dP ) = 0.
The functions f (M + dM, Q + dQ, r + + dr + , P + dP, a + da) and f (M, Q, r + , P, a) satisfy the following relation f (M + dM, Q + dQ, r + + dr + , P + dP ) = f (M, Q, r + , P )
Bring Eqs. (32), (33) and (35) to Eq. (34) leads to
Using the Eqs. (31) and (36), we know the first law of thermodynamics
From Eqs. (13) , (14) , (31) and ϕ = 4Q r + , we can obtain the Smarr formula
Considering that M has a physical meaning of enthalpy in the extended phase space, its relationship with the internal energy of the system is
Inserting Eq. (31) to Eq. (39) yield
Bring these results into the Eq. (36), we can obtain the variation of the radius in horizon
The variation of the entropy then takes on the form , ω = 1.00 (the red line) to make this picture. As is shown in FIG. 3, We find that the entropy of the black hole increases when the radius of the event horizon r + is larger than 0.7980 as well as the initial charge Q is no more than 0.5411, which means that at the initial moment the black hole is far away from the conditions needed to become a naked singularity. In this case, the second law of thermodynamics holds. However, when r + is smaller than 0.7980 as well as the initial charge Q is more than 0.5411, which means that at the initial moment the black hole approaches the conditions needed to become a naked singularity. In this case, the second law of thermodynamics is violated.
Similarly, we can also test the weak cosmic censorship conjecture in the extended phase space. Considering the back reaction, using the Eq. 
where δ = f (r 0 , M, Q, P ),
When it is an extreme black hole, r 0 = r + and T = 0, we can obtain δ = 0, δ 1 = 0 and can be written as δ < 0,
If the initial black hole is near extremal, we have dS ∼ ǫ and dP ∼ ǫ. So δ1 + δ2 ≪ δ, the final black hole has
In addition, to know whether δ 1 + δ 2 is positive, we plot 
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we obtain a torus-like black hole by scattering a complex scalar field. Using it, we calculate the amount of energy and charge transferred between the scalar field and the black hole over a certain time interval. Then we use it to study the laws of thermodynamics and weak cosmic censorship conjecture in normal phase space and extended phase space.
In the normal phase space, the first and second laws of thermodynamics and weak cosmic censorship conjecture are valid, which are well expressed in FIG. 1 and FIG. 2 . For extreme black holes in normal phase space, we find that entropy is infinite, because T → 0, which means that according to the relationship between entropy and the area of the horizon, the horizon is also infinite. As a result, the singularity is always hidden, which is consistent with the weak cosmic censorship conjecture. For near-extremal black holes in normal phase space, the temperature is not close to zero. The black hole cannot be overcharged by the scattering of the scalar field.
In the extend phase space, the first and weak cosmic censorship conjecture are valid, which is well expressed in FIG. 4 . However, the second law of thermodynamics is violated in this phase space. We find that the entropy of the black hole increases when the radius of the event horizon r + is larger than 0.7980 as well as the initial charge Q is no more than 0.5411, which means that at the initial moment the black hole is far away from the conditions needed to become a naked singularity. In this case, the second law of thermodynamics holds.
However, when r + is smaller than 0.7980 as well as the initial charge Q is more than 0.5411, which means that at the initial moment the black hole approaches the conditions needed to become a naked singularity.
Finally, the first law of thermodynamics and the weak cosmic censorship conjecture hold in both normal phase space and extended phase space. However, the validity of the second law of thermodynamics depends on the phase space we choose and the initial conditions of the black hole.
